PROVISION on the circulation of electronic gift certificates
Republican Unitary Enterprise "CENTREKURORT"
I. TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
1.
Electronic gift certificate (EGS or certificate) is a document certifying the
right of the certificate holder to purchase tourist services / tours (travel services) on the
portal VETLIVA.RU (VETLIVA.BY, VETLIVA.COM) of the republican unitary enterprise "
CENTREKURORT " for an amount equal to the nominal value of EGS.
2.
The issuer of EGS is the republican unitary enterprise "CENTREKURORT
" (portal VETLIVA.RU, VETLIVA.BY, VETLIVA.COM).
3.
Nominal value of EGS - the amount indicated on the certificate or in the email letter, SMS-message, corresponding to the amount of payment that the purchaser
must pay when making the purchase of the certificate.
4.
Acquirer of EGS - a person who acquires EGS for further use or transfer to
third parties for use (a citizen of the Republic of Belarus, a foreign citizen, a stateless
person) may be the bearer of the EGS.
5.
The presenter of EGS is a person presenting EGS to his issuer as
payment for the cost of tourist services purchased on the portal VETLIVA.RU,
VETLIVA.BY, VETLIVA.COM (a citizen of the Republic of Belarus, a foreign citizen, a
stateless person) may be the bearer of EPS.
6.
Nominal value of EGS - 15 BYN, 20 BYN, 30 BYN, 40 BYN 50 BYN
7.
Presentation of EGS - the issuer submits the EGS code to the issuer on
the portal VETLIVA.RU (VETLIVA.BY, VETLIVA.COM), indicated by the issuer in the email letter and / or SMS-message, which are sent to the acquirer of the EGS after the
purchase of the certificate in electronic form .
8.
Evacuation of EGS - presentation of a certificate by the bearer to the
issuer for the acquisition of tourist services on the portal VETLIVA.RU (VETLIVA.BY,
VETLIVA.COM) (the purchasing of EGS is possible only within the framework of one
order made on the portal VETLIVA.BY, VETLIVA .COM) in connection with the one-time
submission of EGS).
II. THE PROCEDURE FOR ISSUING, ISSUING AND APPLYING EGS.
9.
EGS contains the following mandatory information: the nominal value of
the certificate, the date of issue of the certificate, the validity period of the certificate.
10.
EGS confirms the purchase by the acquirer of funds that arecounted as a
prepayment for tourist services sold by the issuer on the portal VETLIVA.RU
(VETLIVA.BY, VETLIVA.COM).
11.
The EGS presenter has the right to receive services for the amount
corresponding to the par value of the EGS by presenting the EGS to the issuer.
12.
The presenter is entitled to receive any tourist services available at the
time of presenting the EGS to the issuer for its digestion on the VETLIVA.RU portal
(VETLIVA.BY, VETLIVA.COM).
13.
The period of validity of EGS is 90 (ninety) calendar days from the date of
its issue. The date of issue of the EGS is the date specified in it when it is issued. After

the expiration of the validity period of the certificate, the EGS becomes invalid and the
issuer is not serviced, the funds previously paid for issuing the certificate are not
returned by the issuer.
14.
In order to receive EGS, the acquirer must make a payment in the amount
of the nominal value of the EGS.
15.
After the issuer receives the payment for the cost of EGS, a unique code
sent to the e-mail of the letter and / or SMS-message is sent to the certificate acquirer,
as well as the certificate itself containing all the mandatory conditions (cost, date of
issue and validity period).
16.
EGS is not a registered one. The acquirer of the certificate has the right to
donate or otherwise transfer the certificate to a third party (presenter). From the moment
of transfer of EPS from the acquirer to the presenter, the latter automatically assumes
all rights under the certificate and all the conditions of this provision.
17.
The presenter of EGS does not have the right to publish digital unique
code in social networks (and other places) for mass access, which is transmitted to him
simultaneously with EGS.
18.
In order to use EGS you need to enter the received unique code in the
basket, in the field "PROMODE", when placing an order on the portal VETLIVA.RU
(VETLIVA.BY, VETLIVA.COM).
19.
The amount of funds contributed by the acquirer, equal to the nominal
value of EGS, is a prepayment for tourist services, which will be purchased by the
certificate presenter from the issuer upon presentation of the EGS.
20.
The presenter submits EGS to the issuer for the period of validity of the
EGS on the portal VETLIVA.RU (VETLIVA.BY, VETLIVA.COM).
21.
In the event that the total cost of services selected by the presenter of the
EGS is less than the nominal value of the certificate, the difference to the presenter is
not paid. The difference also can not be used in the framework of another order on the
portal VETLIVA.RU (VETLIVA.BY, VETLIVA.COM) in connection with the single
presentation of EPS.
22.
In the event that the total cost of services selected by an EGS presenter
exceeds the nominal value of a certificate, the presenter must make an appropriate
surcharge or choose a service of a lower cost within the nominal value of the certificate.
23.
If there are several EGS at the same time, they can be summed up. To do
this, when making an order on the portal VETLIVA.RU (VETLIVA.BY, VETLIVA.COM),
simultaneously enter all available unique codes in the "PROMOCODE" field.
24.
Personal discount and other discounts do not apply to the cost of EGS.
The presenter is not entitled to exchange the certificate for cash.
25.
EGS are purchased for cash or non-cash settlement. Acquirers of
certificates deposit in the issuer's cash office the amount of money equal to the nominal
value of the certificate or transfer the specified amount of money in a non-cash order
with an indication of the appropriate purpose of payment.
26.
EGS is not subject to digestion after its expiry.
27.
In case of loss (loss, theft) or damage, which does not allow to identify
EGS at nominal value, and also does not allow to determine the certificate code, the
date of issuance, the validity period, the certificate is not restored and the issuer does
not accept

it for digestion. The funds in this case are not paid to the bearer of the certificate by the
issuer.
28.
Claims on the quality and volume of tourist services purchased using EGS
are made in accordance with the legislation of the Republic of Belarus.

